Mini open versus open repair techniques in Achilles tendon rupture: clinical and isokinetic evaluation
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Summary

Background: The aim of the study was to compare the mini-open to the classic open repair techniques for Achilles tendon ruptures.

Methods: We retrospectively evaluated at a minimum of 2 years follow-up 32 subcutaneous Achilles tendon ruptures; 17 underwent mini-open surgery (Group A) and 15 the open technique (Group B).

Results: No difference in Achilles Tendon Total Rupture Score and in modified Leppilahi score was observed. With respect to the contralateral side the width of the operated Achilles tendon was 4.07 mm thicker in Group A and 7.67 mm in Group B (p<.05); the calf circumference reduction was respectively 10 mm and 23.75 mm (p<.05). Iso-kinetic peak force measurement of the calf muscle strength showed a loss of 8.21% in Group A versus 17.25% in Group B (p <.05). The mean Patient Satisfaction Score was 96.76 in Group A and 88.67 in Group B (p<.01); respectively 82.3% vs 66.7% of patients were able to return to previous levels of sporting activity. There were two post-operative complications in Group B and one in Group A.

Conclusion: Mini-open technique minimizes the risk of complications, leads to an improved tendon healing process and functional recovery with higher patient satisfaction.

Level of evidence: IV.
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Introduction

Subcutaneous rupture of Achilles tendon is a common lesion, accounting for approximately 35% of all tendon tears¹ and for about 33.3% of foot traumas². The prevalence is approximately 18 per 100,000 per year³ and the incidence has increased over the past decade, reflecting the greater prevalence of people who are involved in sports, with the highest incidence in men aged 30 to 50 years⁴. The left side is ruptured more commonly than the right side⁵. It is generally accepted that ruptures occurs in previously abnormal tendons⁶ and the mechanisms of injury include sudden forced plantar flexion of the foot, unexpected dorsiflexion of the foot, and violent dorsiflexion of a plantar flexed foot⁶. The appropriate treatment of acute complete Achilles tendon rupture remains controversial. The treatment choices include conservative management with casting and bracing⁷, open repair and percutaneous repair⁸,⁹. The main advantages of open repair over conservative management are decreased rates of re-rupture, less residual lengthening, less calf atrophy, better range of ankle movement and consequently resumption of a higher level of sporting activity and shorter time to return to work¹⁰. Maffulli et al. found increased clinical and functional outcomes after surgical repair compared to conservative treatment¹¹. However, when conservative treatment included functional rehabilitation, it was equal to surgical treatment with regards to the incidence of re-rupture as reported by Zhang et al. in a recent systematic review of overlapping metanalyses¹².

Nevertheless, surgical treatment is associated with an increased incidence of postoperative complications such as skin-tendon adhesions, infection, delayed healing of the surgical wound, sural nerve lesion, and suture granulomas¹³.
Percutaneous repair, first described by Ma and Griffith\textsuperscript{14}, seems to bridge the gap by combining the advantages of both methods\textsuperscript{15,16}. It is associated with a lower complication rate compared to open operative repair\textsuperscript{13} but it may be associated with a higher risk of re-rupture and sural nerve injury\textsuperscript{17}. However, several researchers have reported the absence of re-ruptures and nerve lesions\textsuperscript{4,18}. Percutaneous repair may not achieve satisfactory contact of the tendon stumps. Because of this, healing may be delayed and the original length of the tendon may not be accurately restored.

Therefore a minimally invasive surgery has been proposed by several Authors\textsuperscript{4,9}, it allows precise visualisation and control the tendon ends while avoiding excessive dissection and disturbance of local vascularity, so minimizing nerve and wound healing problems. In the literature, we could find only a few studies that compare the results of a minimally invasive technique to an open repair\textsuperscript{19}. Moreover, to our knowledge, no previous study has compared the isokinetic evaluation in these two groups.

The aim of our study was to compare a minimally invasive repair to an open repair in terms of clinical-functional outcomes, and isokinetic measurement. Moreover we investigated the rate of re-rupture and development of complications, especially sensory disturbance and infections, between these two techniques of Achilles tendon repair. The hypothesis is that mini-open technique, thanks to the possibility of visualisation and control of the tendon ends and to the minor local vascular damage, has similar or better functional outcomes compared to open technique, avoiding extensive dissection, nerve and wound healing complications.

**Materials and methods**

A consecutive series of 32 traumatic subcutaneous acute Achilles tendon rupture in 29 patients, occurring between 2 and 8 cm proximal to the calcaneus tuberosity, were treated by the same team. In all cases, the diagnosis was based mainly on history and clinical examination (functional impairments, palpation of the gap, Thompson test) and confirmed by ultrasound examination. Of the 32 subcutaneous acute Achilles tendon ruptures, 17 underwent mini-open surgery (Group A); and 15 underwent surgery with the open technique (Group B). The first 15 ruptures were treated with open repair consecutively and the last 17 were treated with the mini-open repair. Three patients had rupture of the Achilles tendon in both legs but at different times, therefore the first side involved was treated with open surgery and the second side with mini-open surgery. All patients were eligible and then enrolled because none had the following exclusion criteria:

- previous operating procedures or history of partial or complete rupture of the involved tendon;
- combination with lower limb fractures;
- systemic therapies that may lead to a pathological condition in the interested ankle as immunosuppressive treatment and systemic steroids\textsuperscript{13,20};
- previous local therapy that might have weakened the tendon (local infiltration of anaesthetics or steroids in the Achilles tendon region);
- diabetes, neurovascular and/or neurological diseases.

The mean age was 47.18 years (SD ±11.83; range 29-66) in Group A and 44.53 years (SD ±10.03; range 34-72) in Group B. In Group A 82.3\% of patients were males (14 of 17) while in Group B 93.3\% (14 of 15); the right side was affected in 41.2\% of cases in Group A (7 of 17) and in 26.7\% of cases in Group B (4 of 15).

In 70.6\% of patients in Group A (12 of 17) and in 73.3\% in Group B (11 of 15) the rupture occurred during athletic activities.

The two groups were comparable in terms of demographic and clinical variables such as age, gender, injured side, type of trauma and time to surgery (Tab. I). All patients were evaluated at 2-years follow-up (range 23-26 months). Ethical approval was obtained from the local ethical review board. The study meets the ethical standards required by MLTJ\textsuperscript{21}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mini</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>47.18 ± 11.83</td>
<td>44.53 ± 10.03</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M - F)</td>
<td>82.3% M (14 - 3)</td>
<td>93.3% M (14 - 1)</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side (right - left)</td>
<td>41.2% right (7 - 10)</td>
<td>26.7% right (4 - 11)</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of trauma</td>
<td>70.6% athletic (12 - 5)</td>
<td>73.3% athletic (11 - 4)</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(athletic - nonathletic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before surgery (days)</td>
<td>4.71 ± 2.97</td>
<td>7.47 ± 13.66</td>
<td>0.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Operative techniques
The patient was placed in a prone position under general, spinal or peripheral nerve block anesthesia with the knees slightly flexed and a pneumatic tourniquet placed around the proximal part of the thigh. Before starting the procedure, the rupture and the diastasis (gap) were localized.

Mini open technique
The mini open repair (Group A), using a modified Kakiuchi technique, started with a longitudinal medial paratendinous incision of 3.2 cm on average in length (Fig. 1 a). The paratenon was incised and the proximal stump was identified.

Pulling the proximal tendon stump with forceps, two ring-forceps were introduced with one branch under the fascia between the tendon and the paratenon and the other branch over the skin, one medially and one laterally. Careful positioning of the lateral forceps is necessary to avoid sural nerve injuries. Two no. 2 non-absorbable sutures (Ti-Cron Covidien®) were transversely passed through the proximal enlargement of the tendon, one more proximally and one more distally inside the ring of the forceps (Fig. 1 b). The two ring-forceps were then slowly withdrawn. This maneuver resulted in the sutures sliding to a peritendinous position, and thus the tendon itself was the only tissue held by the sutures (Fig. 1 c). Traction was applied to the two suture pairs to ensure that they were firmly anchored in the tendon, and they were individually clamped to avoid confusion.

The same maneuvers were performed in the distal stump. With the foot in the same equinus position of the uninjured side, the more proximal suture with the more distal suture and the less proximal with the less distal suture were tied (Fig. 1 d). The knots in the sutures were covered with paratenon to prevent contact with the fascia or subcutaneous tissues and the cut ends of the paratenon and fascia were sutured in separate layers with absorbable sutures. Suturing of the skin was then performed.

Open technique
For the open repair a longitudinal midline incision of 9.4 cm on average in length was made preserving the lesser saphenous and sural nerve. The paratenon was carefully dissected and the rupture was identified. The tendon was repaired using the Krackow end-to-end method with no. 5 non absorbable suture (Ti-Cron Covidien® Dub, Ireland) and a fine interrupted suture of the ends with an absorbable 2-0 suture (Safil Braun® Am Aesculap-Platz 78532 Tuttlingen). The paratenon was sutured with absorbable 2-0 and the cutis with a 2-0 interrupted suture.

Postoperative rehabilitation protocol
Different rehabilitation protocols are described in literature25, we used the same no-weight bearing protocol for both groups. A below-knee cast at 25° to 30° plantar flexion was maintained for 4 weeks. During the first 4 weeks, the patient was at rest without weight bearing. At the fifth week the cast was removed and replaced with a walker boot that allowed a range of motion from 0 to 30° plantar flexion. At the sixth week, partial load was permitted of up to 25 Kg and progressively up to full load. After 8 weeks, full load was reached and the orthosis was abandoned, a heel lift was maintained in patients’ shoes. A more intensive program of ankle motion, isometric, and proprioceptive exercises was then progressively instituted with raising on toes or heels allowed 12 weeks after the operation and full activities recommended 6 months after the surgery. Stretching of the calf muscle was avoided until 12 weeks post-op.

Clinical evaluation
Patients were recalled to the hospital for the 2-year follow up clinical assessment, and a battery of clinical and instrumental measures were performed. The clinical assessment included the measurement of the incision length and the differences in Achilles tendon width and calf circumference between operated and contralateral legs23. The Achilles Tendon Total Rupture Score (ATRS), the scoring method of Leppilahti and a modified scoring method of Leppilahti et al. were used.

In the modified scoring method of Leppilahti, we combined the results of the isokinetic test with those of two functional tests (toe walk and heel walk) instead of using the isokinetic strength scoring scale alone for the item that can evaluate the muscle strength. An overall score of 90-100 rates as excellent, 75-85 is good, 60-70 is fair and less than 55 is poor. Furthermore, the ability to return to previous level of activity was investigated.

Isokinetic assessment
A blinded therapist unaware of the repair technique performed evaluated concentric plantar flexion and dorsiflexion peak forces registered by means of isokinetic dynamometer (Technogym® REV 7000 VX)24 with five successive cycles at an angular velocity of 30 °/s after 10 cycles of warm-up. All patients were verbally encouraged to achieve a maximal effort during testing. The percent difference in peak torque was calculated using unaffected side as reference. The percentage difference in peak torque values between the uninjured and injured sides was calculated for the plantar flexion and dorsiflexion of the ankle.

In patients with rupture of Achilles tendon of both legs the percentage difference in peak torque values was calculated by comparing the side treated with the open technique to the side treated with the mini-open technique.

Patients subjective outcomes.
The Patient Satisfaction Score was used to quantify the subjective outcomes of both groups after surgery. Patients were asked to mark a line from 0 to 100 about how they felt and how good their recovery was, compared to what they expected.

Statistical analysis
All statistical tests were performed using SPSS Statistics V22.0. Primary outcome variables included: I)
mean thickness difference between operated and contralateral Achilles tendons [mm]; II) calf circumference reduction of the operated with respect to contralateral leg [mm]; III) ATRS score; IV) average loss on isokinetic peak force of ankle plantar flexion (%), and V) ankle dorsiflexion (%).

Outcome variables normality distribution was investigated using the Shapiro-Wilk Test. Since data normality was ascertained for all variables (i.e., p-value>0.05), parametric tests were employed, and all data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Outcome variables in the two groups were compared by means of independent samples t-tests. Since five t-tests were performed, i.e., one for each outcome variable, Bonferroni correction has been applied and p-values<0.01 were considered as significant (i.e., 0.05/5=0.01).

The Kruskal Wallis test for the comparison of ordinal variables was used to investigate group differences dealing with the results of Leppilahti score and Leppilahti modified score.

Results

Primary outcome measures such as tendon thickness differences, calf circumference reduction and isokinetic peak force of ankle plantar flexion proved to be statistically different for the two groups, whereas the ATRS score, and the ankle dorsiflexion isokinetic peak force were not statistically different.

Clinical evaluation

The mean thickness difference between operated and contralateral Achilles tendons was significantly greater in the mini-open repair group compared to the open repair group (p-value<0.01). Similarly, the calf circumference reduction was also significantly greater in the mini-open repair group (p-value<0.01). The average loss on isokinetic peak force of ankle plantar flexion was also greater in the mini-open repair group (p-value<0.01). The ATRS score and the ankle dorsiflexion isokinetic peak force were not statistically different between the two groups.

Figure 1 a-d. a) The longitudinal medial paratendinous skin incision used mini-open technique; b) two ring forceps are positioned between the paratenon and the proximal part of the Achilles tendon, and two no. 2 non-absorbable sutures are passed through the tendon, one more proximally and one more distally inside the ring of the forceps; c) withdrawing the two ring-forceps, the sutures are pulled back inside the surgical site; d) the tendon after the knots are tight, covering the knots with paratenon prevents contact with the fascia or subcutaneous tissues.
contralateral Achilles tendons was 4.1 mm (SD± 0.8) in group A and 7.7 mm (SD± 3.7) in group B (t-test p=0.007) (Fig. 2 A). The calf circumference reduction of the operated with respect to contralateral leg was -1.0 cm (SD± 0.59) in group A and -2.4 cm (SD± 1.4) in Group B (t-test p=0.006) (Fig. 2 B). As expected, due to the used technique, incision length was statistically significantly shorter for Group A with respect to Group B, with a mean incision length of 33±6 mm and 94±29 mm respectively (t-test p-value<0.001).

No significant difference could be detected using the ATRS score and the modified scoring method of Leppiälahti. The ATRS score was 92.71 (SD± 13.00; range 55-100) in Group A and 89.25 (SD± 12.89; range 59-100) in Group B (Fig. 2 C). According to the modified scoring method of Leppiälahti in Group A 47% (8 of 17) of patients were graded excellent, 35% (6 of 17) good, 18% (3 of 17) fair; in Group B 33% (5 of 15) of patients were graded excellent, 47% (7 of 15) good, 13% (2 of 15) fair and 7% (1 of 15) poor; the results using Kruskall Wallis test of the Leppiälahti modified score of the two groups were not statistically significant.

A statistically significant difference was instead found using the Leppiälahti score (Kruskall Wallis p-value<0.001), indeed in Group A there were more excellent results than in Group B: in Group A there were 14 excellent results, while in group B there were only 2, the good results are respectively 2 vs 9 and the poor results were 1 vs 4.

The 82.3% (14 of 17) of patients in Group A and the 66.7% (10 of 15) in Group B were able to return to previous levels of activity or sport.

**Isokinetic assessment**

Isokinetic peak force measurement of ankle plantar flexion showed an average loss of 8.48 % (SD± 8.05) in group A versus 16.63 % (SD± 8.75) in Group B of the calf muscle strength compared to the normal side with a statistically significant difference in favour of group A (t-test p =.022) (Fig. 2 D). The isokinetic peak force measurement of ankle dorsiflexion was on average reduced by 5.70% (SD± 13.19) in Group A versus 6.60% (SD± 12.35) in Group B of the tibialis anterior compared to the normal side (Fig. 2 E); in this case with the numbers available, no significant difference could be detected (t-test p=0.860).

Isokinetic tests in bilateral rupture were analyzed separately. The peak force measurement of ankle dorsiflexion was on average reduced by 11.7% in the Achilles tendon treated with Open technique compared to the Mini-open one. The peak force measurement of ankle plantar flexion showed an average loss of 16.47% in the tendon treated with Open technique compared to the Mini-open one.

**Subjective outcome**

A statistically significant difference was found in Patient Satisfaction Score between the two groups: 96.76 in Group A (range, 90-100) and 88.67 in Group B (range, 60-100) (t-test p=0.016).

**Complications**

In Group A there was 1 patient (6%) who had a late heel ulcer secondary to boot wear; in Group B there were 3 patients (20%) who had complications: there was one deep infection which required irrigation and debridement, one superficial infection treated with antibiotic therapy and one sural nerve lesion.

**Discussion**

Subcutaneous rupture of Achilles tendon is a frequent lesion but, despite its high incidence, the optimal management of Achilles tendon ruptures remains a topic of active debate; in fact, open operative treatment of acute Achilles tendon ruptures reduces the risk of re-rupture compared to non-operative treatment (3.5 vs 12.6%; RR 0.27) but has the drawback of a significantly higher risk of other complications (34.1 vs 2.7%; RR 10.60), including wound infection. These complications may be reduced by performing surgery percutaneously, however, re-rupture, tendon elongation, and sural nerve entrapment are all reported complications in percutaneous repair; while Mini-open surgery methods provide satisfactory exposure of the rupture without markedly compromising the circulation.

Our study shows a statistically significant superiority of the mini open technique compared to the open one in terms of clinical evaluation (calf circumference, tendon width and Leppiälahti score), instrumental measurement (isokinetic peak force measurement of ankle plantar flexion) and subjective outcome.

In particular, we treated a sub group of the three patients with bilateral rupture of Achilles tendon with the two different techniques. In these cases a direct evaluation between the two techniques could be done on the same patient. Measuring objective parameters, it’s important to see that difference in isokinetic peak force of calf muscle and of tibialis anterior strength could be found in favor of mini-open technique. These results are very important because a lot of previous studies show a permanent plantar flexion deficit after Achilles tendon rupture.

Bressel et al. found a reduction of 17% in maximal voluntary plantar flexor torque of the involved side compared to the uninvolved. This difference continued in time, also after two years as found by Möller et al. The inferior material properties of a scarred Achilles tendon may influence the more global structural properties of the intact muscle tendon unit. A disorganized tissue arrangement and an increased content of type III rather than type I collagen in the repaired tendon after long-term healing influences the stiffness, strength and viscoelastic behaviour of tendon.

Moreover as peak torque generated by a muscle is closely related to its cross-sectional area, the difference reported between limbs and between the two groups may be related to the differences found in calf circumference. Although circumference measurements...
may give insight into the cross-sectional area of a muscle group, the relative amount of bone, fat and muscle cannot be discerned and therefore this should be interpreted with caution.

Tendon width and maximum calf circumference are among the most studied parameters after Achilles tendon rupture. Previous studies found permanent calf muscle atrophy and increased tendon width after Achilles tendon rupture. Bressel et al. found a reduction of 5% in calf circumference of the involved side compared to the uninvolved. There are also better outcomes in ATRS score, in Leppillathi modified score and in returning to previous sporting level but due to the limited number of patients a statistically significant difference was not found. Minor incidence of complications was found in group A and in particular there were no sural nerve lesions or deep infections. Also Tejwani et al. found in their study statistically significant differences in terms of wound complication and nerve injury rates in favour of mini open technique. Vadala et al. and Keller et al. found good outcomes using two different mini-open techniques that can be considered similar to ours and these results are encouraging us to go on with our technique instead of a conventional open approach. Klein et al. have recently made a retrospective study comparing an open technique and a mini open technique to treat Achilles ruptures: it shows a shorter time between surgical intervention and full return to activity in patients treated with mini open technique. The relatively limited sample size of the two groups has to be considered a limit in particular concerning the results of ATRS score, the modified scoring method of Leppillathi, where better outcomes are found in mini-

Figure 2 A-E. Histograms representing means along standard deviation for the five principal outcomes. Black columns represent the open technique group and grey columns represent the mini-open surgery group. ATRS, Achilles Tendon Total Rupture Score.
open group, but a statistically significant difference couldn’t be proven. Moreover in our retrospective study the lack of a nonsurgical group should be considered another important limit also considering recent interesting results with conservative treatment in Achilles tendon rupture\(^6\).

Finally, another limit of the study is the retrospective design, indeed the tendon size and calf circumference before injury are lacking. Further prospective studies are required to confirm our findings. However this is the first study to compare isokinetic assessment in Achilles rupture treated with open technique vs mini-open technique.
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Conclusion

Considering our experience, the mini-open technique compared to open surgery has obtained better results in terms of tendon width (\(p<.05\)), muscle mass and strength recovery of plantarflexion (\(p<.05\)) and patient satisfaction (\(p<.01\)). No differences were found in terms of clinical outcomes.
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